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1. Introduction

What is this tutorial all about?

This course involves three main subjects:

- Cloud Computing
- Network Virtualization and Software-Defined Networks
- Cloud Networks

And their combination so that we can have efficient networking in the cloud.
1. Introduction

Cloud Computing

Three new aspects

1. Elastic growth: appearance of infinite computing resources available on demand
2. Elimination of an up-front commitment by cloud users
3. Pay-per-use model: ability to pay for computing resources on a short-term basis as needed

[Armbrust et al., 2010]
Cloud Computing

Three new aspects

1. Elastic growth: appearance of infinite computing resources available on demand
2. Elimination of an up-front commitment by cloud users
3. Pay-per-use model: ability to pay for computing resources on a short-term basis as needed

Three use cases

- When demand varies with time
- When demand cannot be dimensioned in advance
- Run batch analytics faster at no extra cost, exploiting cost associativity

[Armbrust et al., 2010]
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Key enablers for Cloud Computing

**Operating System Virtualization** is the foundation of cloud computing

**Warehouse-scale** commodity-computer datacenters at low-cost locations

- **Very large scale** allows factors of 5-7 decrease in costs
- Savings in electricity, network bandwidth, operations, software, and hardware

**Statistical multiplexing** used to increase utilization compared to “production” data centers

Result: large-scale virtualization of resources allowed services to be offered at lower cost by a cloud provider with increased revenue

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Armbrust et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010]
Virtualization: three kinds

- **Server**: multiple platforms into a single hardware, allows specifically tailored environments, increases availability
  - Full virtualization
  - Container-based
  - Paravirtualization

- **Network**: allows address isolation, coexistence of multiple protocol stacks, experimentation with real traffic etc.

- **Cloud**: virtualize the entire infrastructure containing servers, switches and links
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Virtualization: three kinds

- **Server**: multiple platforms into a single hardware, allows specifically tailored environments, increases availability
  - Full virtualization
  - Container-based
  - Paravirtualization

- **Network**: allows address isolation, coexistence of multiple protocol stacks, experimentation with real traffic etc.

- **Cloud**: virtualize the entire infrastructure containing servers, switches and links

Our focus is on **network virtualization** and **cloud virtualization**
1. **What are the three new, business aspects in cloud computing?**

2. **Name the economical factor(s) that allowed cloud computing to emerge and become so important.**

3. **Provide two technical factors that enabled cloud computing.**

4. **List and compare the three kinds of virtualization.**
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Key Points

• Definition
• Deployment models
• Types of services
• Main private clouds
• Main public clouds
• Applications
• Trends and research challenges
2. Cloud Computing

Definition

• There are many definitions of “cloud computing”
• Not a new technology
• Actually a “new operations model that brings together a set of existing technologies to run business in a different way”

NIST definition

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.

[Badger et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010]
2. Cloud Computing

Defining characteristics

- **Resource pooling**: serves multiple customers using a *multi-tenant* model
- **On-demand automatic provision** of resources
- Ubiquitous network access: access through standard mechanisms
- **Utility computing**: packaging of computing resources as a metered service, pay-per-use model
- **Elasticity**: capabilities can be dynamically scaled up or down

[Armbrust et al., 2010; Badger et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010]
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Even if the load is known, capacity is wasted

[Armbrust et al., 2010]
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Even if the load is known, capacity is wasted.

Underestimating the peak load provides poor Quality of Experience.

Bad Quality of Experience at peaks turns away users, which causes revenue loss (users defect).

**Question:** is this question relevant to all kinds of clouds? which types exist?

[Armbrust et al., 2010]
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Types of Clouds: deployment models

- **Private**: on-site or outsourced, exclusive for a single organization
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Types of Clouds: deployment models

- **Private**: on-site or outsourced, exclusive for a single organization
- **Community**: on-site or outsourced, shared among two or more mutually trusting organizations
- **Public**: at data centers owned by provider with unknown physical location, open to all registered users (pay-per-use)
- **Hybrid**: combination of multiple clouds, typically private and public
- **Virtual Private**: a section of a public cloud is separated and dedicated to a tenant, allowing tenant to configure it, and potentially connected through a VPN to the corporate data center

All these cloud deployments can offer one or more service models

[Badger et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010]
Types of Clouds: service models

- **IaaS**: Infrastructure as a Service
  - closest level to the hardware
  - services are resources such as CPU, memory, and storage
  - examples: Amazon EC2, GoGrid and Flexiscale

  
  
  
  
  [Zhang et al., 2010]
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Types of Clouds: service models

- **IaaS**: Infrastructure as a Service
  - closest level to the hardware
  - services are resources such as CPU, memory, and storage
  - examples: Amazon EC2, GoGrid and Flexiscale

- **PaaS**: Platform as a Service
  - uses resources from IaaS
  - provides specific environments to develop cloud applications
  - examples: Google App Engine, MS Win Azure and Force.com

- **SaaS**: Software as a Service
  - uses the environment from PaaS
  - provides applications for customers
  - examples: Salesforce.com, Rackspace and SAP Business ByDesign

- **DaaS**: Data as a service, **STaaS**: Storage as a service...
A Layered Model

- **End Users**
- **Software as a Service (SaaS)**
- **Platform as a Service (PaaS)**
- **Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)**

**Resources Managed at Each Layer**

- **Application**
  - Business Applications, Web Services, Multimedia
  - Examples:
    - Google Apps, Facebook, YouTube, Salesforce.com
  - Software Framework (Java/Python/.Net)
    - Storage (DB/File)
    - Microsoft Azure, Google AppEngine, Amazon SimpleDB/S3
  - Computation (VM) Storage (block)
    - Amazon EC2, GoGrid, Flexiscale
  - Hardware
    - CPU, Memory, Disk, Bandwidth
    - Data Centers

[Zhang et al., 2010]
Private Clouds

In private clouds, infrastructure layer (virtualization layer):

- Eucalyptus
- OpenNebula
- OpenStack
- Nimbus
- OpenQRM

http://www.eucalyptus.com/

[Nurmi et al., 2009; OpenNebula, 2012; Sempolinski and Thain, 2010]
[Nimbus, 2012; OpenQRM, 2012; OpenStack, 2012]
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- Eucalyptus
- OpenNebula
- OpenStack
- Nimbus
- OpenQRM

http://www.openqrm.org/
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Public Clouds

- Amazon Web Services (AWS)
  - infrastructure located at NA, SA, EU and AS
  - set of cloud services (EC2, S3, Glacier, SimpleDB...)
  - accessible over HTTP REST and SOAP protocols

- Microsoft Windows Azure Platform
  - data centers located at NA, EU and AS
  - three components: Windows Azure, SQL Azure and .NET Services

- Google AppEngine (GAE)
  - data centers located somewhere in NA (?)
  - platform for web applications

- Rackspace Cloud
  - data centers located at NA and EU
  - set of cloud services (servers, platform, storage, load balancers, ...)
Cloud Applications

Examples

- Storage-hungry: Dropbox, iCloud
- Web: search, email, document collaboration
- Video streaming: Netflix, Hulu
- High Performance Computing: MapReduce, Scientific computing

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Armbrust et al., 2010]
2. Cloud Computing

Cloud Applications

Examples

- Storage-hungry: Dropbox, iCloud
- Web: search, email, document collaboration
- Video streaming: Netflix, Hulu
- High Performance Computing: MapReduce, Scientific computing

Diversity

- Own specific requirements: storage, network, cpu, memory
- Can be divided in two major classes: “user-facing” and “inward”

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Armbrust et al., 2010]
User-facing computation

- Frequent message exchange with users
- Some require strict performance guarantees
- Web services, authentication services

Inward computation

- VMs from the same application are tightly coupled
- Orchestrated communication
- Usually require predictable intra-cloud network performance
- MapReduce, scientific computing

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Benson et al., 2010]
• Cloud-centric application design
• Hybrid cloud utilization and management
• Service Level Agreement from providers becomes a key buying criterion
• Cloud services brokerage (CSB)
• Management of network resources (in addition to computational ones), application performance
• Addressing of privacy, compliance and governance issues

[Hurwitz, 2011; Pettrey, 2012; Popa et al., 2012]
Cloud Adoption

What's inhibiting adoption?

- Security: 55%
- Regulatory/Compliance
- Lock-in
- Interoperability
- Privacy
- Network bandwidth
- Reliability
- Complexity
- Pricing
- Other specified
- Expense
- Other unspecified

[Nusca, 2012]
Research Challenges

Some examples

- Security: VM co-residence vulnerabilities, data privacy and integrity, virtual machine image integrity
- Virtual machine migration: VM state transmission from one physical machine to another
- Mutual auditability: provider audits customer’s activities, customer audits what a provider provides

[Ballani et al., 2011a; Bowers et al., 2009, 2011; Bugiel et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2010; Popa et al., 2012]
[Ristenpart et al., 2009; Subashini and Kavitha, 2011; Xie et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2011, 2010]
2. Cloud Computing

Questions

1. What are the most important properties of clouds?
2. In which ways can clouds be classified?
3. Provide three examples of public clouds and their services.
4. What is the difference between the services offered by Amazon EC2 and Google AppEngine?
5. What are the two main classes of cloud applications? Provide one example of each.
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3. Network Virtualization

Definition

- Consider a **physical network** of forwarding devices interconnected by different link technologies
- Forwarding devices offer some flavor of virtualization support
- **Virtual networks** are placed on top of physical network elements
  - virtual nodes mapped to forwarding devices
  - virtual links mapped to paths between these devices
- Physical and virtual nets can be provided by different entities
  - **InP**: Infrastructure Providers lease physical network resources
  - **SPs**: Service Providers build and manage their virtual networks based on specific application requirements
  - **VNO**: Virtual Network Operators (a broker)

[Belbekkouche et al., 2012; Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2010]
Definition: a simple scenario
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Definition: a simple scenario
Major (potential) benefits

- **Protection**: provides isolation among different types of traffic (e.g., banking, VoIP, LiveTV, web)
- **Coexisting networks**: allows deployment of specially tailored (and possibly conflicting) architectures
- **Research**: allows development, debugging and experimentation of disruptive architectures over production networks
- **Better resource utilization**: through dynamic allocation of virtual nodes and links in respect to traffic variations
- **New business models**: allows separation of roles (e.g. InP/SPs), creating new opportunities for companies

Network virtualization is an abstract concept. Concrete examples follow.

[Belbekkouche et al., 2012; Khan et al., 2012]
VLANs – Virtual Local Area Networks

- Technology introduced in the 80s
- Became a standard – IEEE 802.1Q
- MAC headers in frames are labeled with VLAN tag
- Switches are configured to associate ports with VLAN tags
- VLAN bridges provide interconnection among different networks

[Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2010; LAN/MAN Standards Committee, 2011]
3. Network Virtualization

VPNs – Virtual Private Networks

- Virtual Private Networks allow **remote** networks to be connected
- Standardized by RFC 4364
- Tunneling: edge routers do encapsulation using
  - wrapping: GRE, PPTP, L2TP
  - encrypted and authenticated channels: IPsec, TLS

[Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2010; Rosen et al., 2006]
Full Network Virtualization

- Based on off-the-shelf PCs (or special hardware)
- Allows **full** network stack virtualization: each VM runs entire protocol stack
- PCs slower than dedicated forwarding devices
- Requires tunnels if not all devices are compliant

---

[Egi et al., 2010; Fernandes and Duarte, 2011]
3. Network Virtualization

Application-layer Network Virtualization

- Virtual topologies built (typically) on top of IP networks
- Edges represent transport-level communication, e.g. TCP connections
- P2P multimedia communications (Skype)
- Privacy-preserving overlays (TOR network, Onion routing)
- Experimentation environments (PlanetLab)

- There is (almost) no control over underlaying network

[Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2010; Lua et al., 2005]
Trends and Research Challenges

Research challenges for network virtualization include

- Improving resource allocation and scheduling
- More suitable economic models
- Heterogeneity and diversity of the physical infrastructure
- Better understanding of security and privacy

[Belbakkouche et al., 2012; Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2010; Stezenbach et al., 2012]
Research challenges for network virtualization include

- Improving resource allocation and scheduling
- More suitable economic models
- Heterogeneity and diversity of the physical infrastructure
- Better understanding of security and privacy
- Network virtualization seems to be moving to **SDN**
- SDN is being pushed by Industry and researchers (e.g., ONF, NDDI)

[Belbekkouche et al., 2012; Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2010; Stezenbach et al., 2012]
Questions

1. List at least three benefits of virtual networks.
2. Does network virtualization present any disadvantages? If so, which ones?
3. Name at least three NV broad categories.
4. Identify areas in which further research work is needed for network virtualization.
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4. Software-Defined Networks

Motivation

• Lack of innovation
  ◦ networks have become part of the critical infrastructure
  ◦ new network requirements may take years to be addressed

• Complexity
  ◦ networks built from a large number of devices
  ◦ devices are typically “black-boxes”
  ◦ heterogeneity of applications
  ◦ operators must configure policies for a large number of events

Network management, including in datacenters, can be challenging and error-prone

[Koponen et al., 2010; Lara et al., 2013; McKeown et al., 2008; Mendonça et al., 2013]
4. Software-Defined Networks

Definition

• Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new paradigm based on the separation of data and control planes

• **Data plane** responsible for packet forwarding action: check packet header, lookup forwarding table, apply action

• **Control plane** populates forwarding tables based on an objective: routing, traffic engineering, access control...

---

[McKeown et al., 2008; Sherwood et al., 2010]
Definition

- Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new paradigm based on the separation of data and control planes.
- **Data plane** responsible for packet forwarding action: check packet header, lookup forwarding table, apply action.
- **Control plane** populates forwarding tables based on an objective: routing, traffic engineering, access control.
- Control plane applications can be developed and deployed using high-level languages.
- Network virtualization is implemented as a software running on a logically-centralized **controller**.

---

[McKeown et al., 2008; Sherwood et al., 2010]
Layered Architecture

Applications, Virtualization, Network Operating System, Physical layer

[McKeown et al., 2008; Sherwood et al., 2010]
Layered Architecture

- **Applications**: several isolated instances of control software
- **Virtualization**: allows isolation among applications and abstractions of the network topology
- **Network Operating System**: interfaces with devices and provides full view and control of the network as abstractions for upper layers
- **Physical layer**: simple forwarding devices with support to remote data plane programmability

---
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Layered Architecture

- **Applications**: several isolated instances of control software
- **Virtualization**: allows isolation among applications and abstractions of the network topology
- **Network Operating System**: interfaces with devices and provides full view and control of the network as abstractions for upper layers
- **Physical layer**: simple forwarding devices with support to remote data plane programmability

But in practice things are far from this elegant set of layers.

---

[McKeown et al., 2008; Sherwood et al., 2010]
4. Software-Defined Networks

SDN Controller

- Centralized vs. distributed
- Control granularity
- Reactive vs. proactive

[Mendonça et al., 2013]
4. Software-Defined Networks

SDN Controller: centralized vs. distributed

- Logically and physically centralized
  - single controller instance for the entire network (e.g., NOX)
  - backup replicas required to allow the control plane to survive failures

- Logically centralized but physically distributed
  - network-wide controller running on top of several servers (e.g., Onix, HyperFlow)
  - increases scalability and reliability

- Hybrid (or logically distributed)
  - local controllers synchronize only for decisions that require global network state (e.g., Kandoo)
  - reduces the overhead in maintaining consistency when distributing state

[Koponen et al., 2010; McKeown et al., 2008; Mendonça et al., 2013; Tootoonchian and Ganjali, 2010]
4. Software-Defined Networks

SDN Controller: control granularity

- Traditional network elements process individual packets
- In SDN, Controller is remote to the forwarding element
- Controller would have to receive and make a decision for each arriving packet

[Note: Additional reference information provided at the bottom of the page.]
SDN Controller: control granularity

- Traditional network elements process individual packets
- In SDN, Controller is remote to the forwarding element
- Controller would have to receive and make a decision for each arriving packet
- Instead, **flow** is the basic unit to be controlled
  - identified by matching one or more fields of packet headers
  - applications send data as a flow of many individual packets
  - decision made for the first packet of the flow can be applied to all subsequent packets of the same flow
- Flows can be aggregated, associating an operation that is common to multiple flows

[Lara et al., 2013; Mendonça et al., 2013]
4. Software-Defined Networks

SDN Controller: reactive vs. proactive

- Reactive
  - forwarding elements must consult a controller each time a decision must be made
  - performance delay as the first packet of each new flow is forwarded to the controller (e.g., when a controller is geographically remote)

- Proactive
  - push policy rules out from the controller to switches (e.g., DIFANE)
  - controller needs to be consulted only about some new flows

[Mendonça et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2010]
4. Software-Defined Networks

**SDN: Architecture, II**

![Diagram of SDN Architecture]

- **High-Level Network**
- **Service(s) / Application(s)**

**Northbound Communication**

**Service / Controller Interface**

- **Network Controller**
- **Other Essential Functions**
- **Service Manager**
- **Topology Manager**

**Southbound Communication** (e.g. OpenFlow)

**Controller / Switch Interface**

- **Packet Forwarding Device(s)**

---

[Mendonça et al., 2013]
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SDN Instantiation: OpenFlow

- Ethane, 4D
- Original motivation: network testbeds & experimentation
- OpenFlow protocol standardizes the communication between controller and forwarding devices
- Devices can be OpenFlow-enabled or native
  Examples: Cisco (cat6k, catalyst 3750, 6500), Juniper (MX-240, T-640), HP, Dell...
- Controller implementations: NOX, Beacon, Maestro, Floodlight...
- Specification (versions): 1.0.0, 1.1.0, 1.2, 1.3.0
- OpenFlow vs SDN

[Lara et al., 2013; McKeown et al., 2008]
**SDN Instantiation: OpenFlow-compliant switch**

- **Packet** → Receiving hardware → Input port buffer
- **TCAMs and/or CAMs** are used hierarchically to perform matching and classification of a packet
- **RAM** has instructions on how to process a packet
- **Process packet by its classification**

Matching Rules | Actions | Counters
--- | --- | ---

[Lara et al., 2013]
SDN application to datacenters

- Datacenter networks (see next chapter) are subject to
  - dynamic nature of the network (tenant, app churn)
  - rapid change of traffic demands
- Traffic management and policy enforcement are critical

[Al-Fares et al., 2010; Benson et al., 2010; Curtis et al., 2011a; Heller et al., 2010]
[Lara et al., 2013; Mendonça et al., 2013; Popa et al., 2013; Rotsos et al., 2012]
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SDN application to datacenters

- Datacenter networks (see next chapter) are subject to
  - dynamic nature of the network (tenant, app churn)
  - rapid change of traffic demands
- Traffic management and policy enforcement are critical
- SDN can provide a centralized way of control, implement network virtualization
  - provide bandwidth guarantees for tenants
  - meet efficiency, agility, scalability and simplicity
- Network accounts for 10-20% of the total energy cost
- Save energy: find the minimum-power network subset which satisfies current traffic conditions and migrate

[Al-Fares et al., 2010; Benson et al., 2010; Curtis et al., 2011a; Heller et al., 2010]
[Lara et al., 2013; Mendonça et al., 2013; Popa et al., 2013; Rotsos et al., 2012]
Trends and Research Challenges

- Availability, security & privacy
- Performance (delay needed to establish new rules for flows)
- Scalability for data center networks
  - over 16 million flows per second
  - adjust rate limits at a high frequency
  - VMs compete for bandwidth over an arbitrary set of congested links
- Global-scale SDN
- Ensuring network consistency

[Lara et al., 2013; Popa et al., 2013]
1. Why was SDN proposed?

2. What is the most commonly deployed SDN technology?

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of centralized, distributed and hybrid controllers?

4. How can proactive controllers help improve scalability?
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5. Cloud Networks

Key Points

- Clouds and data centers
- Data center topology
- Novel topologies
- Network expansion
- Types of traffic
- Routing
- Addressing
Clouds and Data Centers

Data centers are at the heart of cloud computing – clouds are powered by warehouse-scale data centers

Adapted from [Abts and Felderman, 2012]
Types of Data Centers

Not all data centers are clouds!

Production data center
- 1 tenant, or low rate of tenant arrivals/departures
- Runs data-analytics jobs from multiple groups/services
- Demands vary relatively less
- 100~10k servers

Cloud data center
- High rate of tenant arrival and departure (“churn”)
- Runs both user-facing app and inward computation
- Elasticity required
- 50k~300k servers

[Ballani et al., 2011b] marinho@inf.ufrgs.br
Examples of Cloud Data Centers

• Guesses on the size of global infrastructures of companies
  ◦ Google: ~900,000 servers
  ◦ Amazon: ~450,000 servers
  ◦ Microsoft: ~1,000,000 servers
  ◦ Rackspace: 98,884 servers (officially disclosed)

• List of known data center locations (officially disclosed)
  ◦ North-America: 6 Google, 13 Amazon, 8 Microsoft and 5 Rackspace
  ◦ Europe: 3 Google, 3 Amazon, 7 Microsoft and 2 Rackspace
  ◦ Asia: 3 Google, 7 Amazon, 5 Microsoft and 1 Rackspace
  ◦ Latin America: 1 Google, 1 Amazon and 2 Microsoft
  ◦ Australia: 1 Rackspace
Examples of Cloud Data Centers

• Guesses on the size of global infrastructures of companies
  ○ Google: \( \sim 900,000 \) servers
  ○ Amazon: \( \sim 450,000 \) servers
  ○ Microsoft: \( \sim 1,000,000 \) servers
  ○ Rackspace: 98,884 servers (officially disclosed)

• List of known data center locations (officially disclosed)
  ○ North-America: 6 Google, 13 Amazon, 8 Microsoft and 5 Rackspace
  ○ Europe: 3 Google, 3 Amazon, 7 Microsoft and 2 Rackspace
  ○ Asia: 3 Google, 7 Amazon, 5 Microsoft and 1 Rackspace
  ○ Latin America: 1 Google, 1 Amazon and 2 Microsoft
  ○ Australia: 1 Rackspace

• What about the network topology of a single of these warehouse-scale data centers?
Typical Topology of a Data Center

Canonical 3-Tier data center topology, adapted from [Benson et al., 2010]
5. Cloud Networks

Typical Topology of a Data Center

Adapted from [Greenberg et al., 2011]
5. Cloud Networks

Typical Topology of a Data Center

- Data center switching infrastructure with two or three tiers
- Redundancy at different levels
- Multiple interconnected domains:
  - core routers
  - access routers
  - aggregation switches
  - intermediate switches
  - top-of-rack (ToR) switches
- Guaranteed bandwidth at ToR level
- The higher, the more oversubscribed
- Core oversubscription can be 1:240

Conventional data center topology (adapted from [Greenberg et al., 2011])

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Greenberg et al., 2011; Zhang and Ansari, 2013]
5. Cloud Networks

Limitations with Current Topologies

**Major issues**

- Poor server-to-server capacity, capped by oversubscription
- Limited bisection bandwidth (overloaded network core)
- Resources eventually fragmented
- Poor exploitation of multiple paths
- Incremental expansion hindered by rigid structure

Novel topologies organized in three classes:
Switch-oriented, Hybrid switch/server, and Server only

![Conventional data center topology](adapted from [Greenberg et al., 2011])

[Abu-Libdeh et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2008, 2009; Popa et al., 2010; Singla et al., 2012; Zhang and Ansari, 2013]
Switch-oriented: Clos-based trees (Fat-tree)

- Every level is fully connected to lower and upper levels
- Provides higher fault-tolerance and richer connectivity
- Theoretically achievable 1:1 oversubscription factor with multipath-aware routing
- Downside: increases the number of links

[Al-Fares et al., 2008; Greenberg et al., 2009, 2011]
5. Cloud Networks

Switch-oriented: Optical Switching Architecture

- Leverages runtime reconfigurable **optical devices**
- Dynamically changes physical topology and link capacities (within 10 ms)
- Flexibility to adapt to dynamic traffic patterns
- Achieves high bisection bandwidth. But...
- Small, latency-sensitive flows may be affected by reconfiguration delays
- Scalability: OSA is designed to connect few thousands of servers in a container

[Chen et al., 2012]
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Hybrid switch/server topologies

- Principle: server performs routing, while low-end mini-switches interconnect a fixed number of hosts

- Can provide higher fault-tolerance and richer connectivity
- Complexity at servers, not switches (can use COTS switches)
- Different types of topologies proposed to increase scalability up to millions of servers
- Improve innovation since servers are easier to customize than COTS switches

- For example, DCell and BCube

[Guo et al., 2008, 2009]
marinho@inf.ufrgs.br Networking in the Clouds
Hybrid: DCell

- Cell hierarchy:
  DCells$_0^{[1..n]}$ composed of servers,
  DCells$_1$ composed of DCells$_0$
- Servers are interconnected by a COTS switch
- DCells are interconnected in a full mesh with
  servers-to-servers connections
- Scales up to millions (3.2M with 6 hosts per
  DCell$_0$ and 4 DCell levels). But...

- Increases overhead and number of NIC ports
  at end-hosts
- Unbalanced if the number of servers and
  connections is not close to full capacity

[Guo et al., 2008]
Hybrid: BCube

- Servers within a cluster interconnected by a COTS switch
- Clusters interconnected by COTS switch in hypercube-based topology (every edge connected to every other edge)
- Provides low latency and graceful degradation. But...

- Requires a higher number of links
- Increases overhead and number of NIC ports at end-hosts

[Guo et al., 2009]

marinho@inf.ufrgs.br
Server-oriented: CamCube

- Key-based routing (CAN)
- Unlikely to partition even with 50% server or link failures
- Does not hide topology from applications
- Improves innovation with server-to-server routing. But...

- Higher network diameter $O(\sqrt[3]{N})$, resulting increased latency/traffic
- Increased overhead and number of NIC ports at end-hosts
- Network expansion?

[Abu-Libdeh et al., 2010; Costa et al., 2009]
5. Cloud Networks

Network Expansion

- Cloud data center networks can become under-provisioned
- There exist strict constraints on network topology
- Expensive to increase bisection bandwidth for applications
- Most physical data centers designs are unique:
  - expansions and upgrades must be custom designed
  - need to maximize network performance while
  - minimizing costs

[Curtis et al., 2010, 2012]
Network Expansion: recent proposals

**Legup** [Curtis et al., 2010]
- Attempts to keep legacy equipment, minimize rewiring
- Facilitates network upgrades and expansions
- Based on heterogeneous Clos networks
Network Expansion: recent proposals

**Legup** [Curtis et al., 2010]
- Attempts to keep legacy equipment, minimize rewiring
- Facilitates network upgrades and expansions
- Based on heterogeneous Clos networks

**JellyFish** [Singla et al., 2012]
- Degree-bounded random graph topology among ToR switches
- Random graph topology leads to flexibility in capacity and extensibility
- More cost-efficient than a fat-tree
Network Expansion: recent proposals

Rewire [Curtis et al., 2012]

- Design framework to create/upgrade/expand data center net
- Optimization algorithm
  - minimize end-to-end latency
  - user-defined constraints
  - maximize bisection bandwidth
Network Expansion: recent proposals

**Rewire** [Curtis et al., 2012]

- Design framework to create/upgrade/expand data center net
- Optimization algorithm
  - minimize end-to-end latency
  - user-defined constraints
  - maximize bisection bandwidth

These optimizations should consider the **nature of traffic**
Data Center Traffic: properties

Bimodal and Skewed

- Elephant flows: long-lived, bandwidth hungry, and scarce/bursty
  - less than 1% of all flows
  - generate more than half of the data volume
- Mice flows: very small and short-lived

- Mixing types of traffic may cause adverse effects
- Elephants create hot-spots, dropping several mice packets

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Kandula et al., 2009]
5. Cloud Networks

Data Center Traffic: properties

- **North-South**: extra-cloud communication (to/from the Internet)
- **East-West**: intra-cloud communication (inter-VMs)
- Depends on the kind of data center/mix of applications
- North-South traffic is increasing, but the East-West portion of overall traffic is getting much larger
- Inter-data center (D2D) traffic is a growing concern

[Benson et al., 2010; Bodík et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2011; Recio, 2012]
5. Cloud Networks

Data Center Traffic: case studies

Public, Private, Academic data centers [Benson et al., 2010]

- Intra-cloud vs Extra-cloud
  - Public: 80% of traffic stays within the cloud
  - Private/Academic: 40-90% leaves the cloud

- Packet losses are due to momentary bursts

- Link utilization is on average low in all layers but the core

- Cloud networks may behave poorly with current models of statistical multiplexing
Data Center Traffic: case studies

Bing data centers [Bodík et al., 2012]

- **Intra-service communication** (represents 45% of all traffic)
  - 1% of services generate 64% of the traffic
  - 18% of services generate 99% of the traffic
  - services that do not require a lot of bandwidth can be spread out

- **Inter-service communication** (represents the remaining 55%)
  - only 2% of service pairs exchange data
  - of which 5% accounts for 99% of inter-service traffic
  - several highly-connected components, with a few services connected to hundreds of others in star-like topologies

- Applications with high bandwidth demands may overload core if placement is location-unaware
Routing in data center Networks

Load can be distributed if routing explores path diversity

**Layer 3**

- Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP): spreads traffic among multiple paths that have the same cost calculated by the routing protocol
- Valiant Load Balancing (VLB): selects a random intermediate switch that will be responsible for forwarding an incoming flow to its corresponding destination

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Wu et al., 2012]
Routing in data center Networks

Load can be distributed if routing explores path diversity

Layer 3

- Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP): spreads traffic among multiple paths that have the same cost calculated by the routing protocol
- Valiant Load Balancing (VLB): selects a random intermediate switch that will be responsible for forwarding an incoming flow to its corresponding destination

Layer 2

- Multiple spanning trees
- TRansparent Interconnect of Lots of Links (TRILL)
  - RFC 5556, RFC 6325
- Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Wu et al., 2012]
5. Cloud Networks

Addressing in Data Center Networks

Using LAN technology in data centers

- Each VM instance requires a unique address
- Number of entries in switches is limited (~64K)
- Single address space to be sliced among tenants
- VLANs can isolate address spaces, but restricted to 4096 VLANs

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Wu et al., 2012]
Addressing in Data Center Networks

Using LAN technology in data centers

• Each VM instance requires a unique address
• Number of entries in switches is limited (~64K)
• Single address space to be sliced among tenants
• VLANs can isolate address spaces, but restricted to 4096 VLANs

New technologies to achieve isolation

• Amazon’s Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)
• Microsoft’s Hyper-V
• Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN) framework (RFC draft)

[Abts and Felderman, 2012; Wu et al., 2012]
Addressing: separation of name and locator

**VL2** [Greenberg et al., 2009, 2011]

- Two types of addresses
  - *location-specific* address (LA): actual address, used for routing
  - *application-specific* address (AA): permanent address assigned to VM, remain unaltered even after migrations

- Directory system performs the mapping between AAs and LAs

- VL2 directory system enforces isolation (access control)

- Requirements:
  - switches have to support IP-over-IP
  - hypervisors need VL2 directory system and IP-over-IP
5. Cloud Networks

Addressing: separation of name and locator

**VL2** [Greenberg et al., 2009, 2011]

Architecture for address translation in VL2, adapted from [Greenberg et al., 2011]
Addressing: separation of name and locator

**CrossRoads** [Mann et al., 2012]

- Extends the idea of location independence based on pseudo addresses
- CrossRoads is a network fabric to provide live/offline VM mobility across multiple data centers
- Solution is based on Software Define Networking
- Control plane overlay of OpenFlow network controllers in various data centers
1. Compare “production” and “cloud” data centers.
2. Provide a generic example of a production and a cloud data center.
3. What is “oversubscription” in DCNs? What are its implications?
4. Identify two limitations with current data center topologies.
5. Why do we say the nature of traffic in data center networks is skewed and bimodal?
6. To which types of topologies ECMP is applicable?
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Key Points

- Major Improvements
- Adapting Conventional Protocols
- Full Address Space Virtualization
- Hypervisor Rate-limiting
- Software-Defined Cloud Network
Major Improvements

- **Performance isolation**: helps providing strict QoS requirements in terms of latency and throughput of tenants in data centers
- **Security**: improves protection against insider attacks performed by malicious tenants, e.g. performance interference
- **Deployability**: application-specific protocols/address spaces are hard to migrate to the cloud without isolation
- **Management flexibility**: application owners allowed to control/manage network fabric
- **Inherits advantages** of network virtualization, e.g. support for innovation, new business models, finer-grained resource utilization
- **Cost** can be reduced substantially by better network sharing

[Ballani et al., 2011b; Bari et al., 2012; Popa et al., 2012; Shieh et al., 2011]
Adapting Conventional Protocols

• VLAN and VPN technologies can be used to incorporate virtual networking into data centers
• Two major drawbacks:
  ◦ lack of scalability of VLANs (up to 4k VLANs)
  ◦ lack of interoperability between VLANs and VPNs

Approach

• Scale up VLANs by creating multiple independent domains
• Domains are implemented through SDNs
• Controller is used to coordinate inter-domain and inter-data center communication
6. Virtualizing Cloud Networks

Scaling up VLANs

**VICTOR/SEC2** [Hao et al., 2009, 2010]
A core domain and multiple edge ones, with edge forwarding elements

![Diagram showing a core domain and multiple edge domains with VMs, Controller, Prov/NMS, and tunnel to customer networks.]

SEC2 architecture [Hao et al., 2010]
Scaling up VLANs

**VICTOR/SEC2** [Hao et al., 2009, 2010]

- **Architecture:**
  - Forwarding Element (**FE**): OpenFlow edge switches
  - Central Controller (**CC**): defines access control policies
  - Core and Edge domains: COTS switches

- **Communication:**
  - intra-domain: isolated by (up to 4096) VLANs
  - inter-domain: mapping between VLANs of distinct domains via FEs
  - extra-cloud: obtained by mapping tenants’ VLANs to VPNs
Novel Addressing Approach

- As already mentioned, current schemes are too constrained for data centers
  - limited support for multi-tenancy
  - may require complex configurations (e.g., manually setting up IP subnets)
  - tenants cannot design their own L2 and L3 addresses
  - hampers VM migration as IP offers poor support for mobility

Approach
- Full address space virtualization

[Mudigonda et al., 2011]
6. Virtualizing Cloud Networks

Full Address Space Virtualization

**NetLord** [Mudigonda et al., 2011]

- Allows tenants to design their own address spaces
- Employs a central configuration repository
- Mixes L2/L3 encapsulation and transfers use L2 fabric
- Multipath based on SPAIN

- Requirements:
  - hypervisors need Mac-in-IP encapsulation and SPAIN
  - aggregation switches require support for IP forwarding
  - packet fragmentation not allowed
  - use of a central configuration repository
6. Virtualizing Cloud Networks

Full Address Space Virtualization

NetLord [Mudigonda et al., 2011]

Architecture for address translation in NetLord, adapted from [Mudigonda et al., 2011]
Hypervisor Rate-limiting

- Typically high number of tenants in cloud data centers
- Explicit bandwidth reservations at switches does not scale
- Limited number of reservation classes on commodity switches

Approaches

- Bandwidth capping: limitation applied to each VM/cluster
- Bandwidth profiling: used to understand/predict specific application demands
Gatekeeper [Rodrigues et al., 2011]

- Tenants are given an abstract “virtual switch” topology
- Bandwidth specified in min,max interval
- Rate-limiting at hypervisors
- Rate limiter monitors VM traffic
Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth capping

Gatekeeper Architecture

[Rodrigues et al., 2011]
6. Virtualizing Cloud Networks

Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth capping

**Oktopus** [Ballani et al., 2011b]

- Abstract topology for tenants
  - “virtual cluster”
  - “virtual oversubscribed cluster”

- Hypervisor implements rate limiters
  - traffic at sources capped according to receiver capacity
  - warn senders that exceed capped capacity

- Requirements:
  - modified hypervisor
  - one rate-limiter per tenant with global knowledge of current traffic
Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth capping

Oktopus [Ballani et al., 2011b]

Request $<N, S, B, O>$
N VMs in groups of size $S$, Oversubscription factor $O$
Group switch bandwidth = $S \times B$, Root switch bandwidth = $N \times B/O$
Application grouping in virtual infrastructures [Marcon et al., 2013]

- Objectives:
  - increase security for tenants
  - improve network performance for applications

- Allocation process in two steps:
  - virtual infrastructure embedding on the cloud substrate
  - application mapping in virtual infrastructures
Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth capping

**Hadrian** [Ballani et al., 2013]

- Focuses on **inter-tenant** communication
- Addresses the “chatty” tenants problem
- Provides
  - minimum bandwidth and hierarchical guarantees
  - upper bound proportionality and high utilization

Hierarchical hose model ([Ballani et al., 2013])
EyeQ [Jeyakumar et al., 2013]

- Min, max bandwidth for each VM
- Enforces admission control on traffic
- Partitions bandwidth in a distributed manner at the edge
  - uses server-to-server congestion control
  - ensures bandwidth guarantees even in the presence of highly volatile traffic patterns
- Fully implemented
Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth capping

**SecondNet** [Guo et al., 2010]

- Allocation of Virtual Data Centers (VDCs)
- Distributes all the virtual-to-physical mapping, routing, and bandwidth reservation state in hypervisors
  - Stateful hypervisors
  - Stateless switches
  - Port-switching based source routing (PSSR)
- Three basic service types
  - High priority end-to-end guarantee
  - Better than best-effort
  - Best-effort
### Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth capping

**ElasticSwitch** [Popa et al., 2013]

- Does not require a specific topology or support from switches
- Provides minimum bandwidth guarantees
- **Work-conserving**: uses spare bandwidth
- Two layers in hypervisors:
  - guarantee partitioning
  - rate allocation
Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth capping

**Seawall** [Shieh et al., 2010, 2011]

- Assign weights to network entities generating traffic (VMs, processes...)
- Uses congestion-controlled, hypervisor-to-hypervisor, **tunnels** between pairs of network entities
- “Shim layer” at the sender (hypervisor) runs in the virtualization or platform network stack

- Monitors and enforce bandwidth sharing policies
- Provides network proportionality
- Addresses DoS and performance interference attacks
**Proteus** [Xie et al., 2012]

- Time-interleaved virtual clusters (TIVC)
- Measurement study of application traffic patterns
  1. single peak
  2. repeated fixed-width peaks
  3. varying-width peaks
  4. varying height and width peaks
- For the first three above schemes a single base bandwidth is reserved
- Now recall the advantages of elasticity and utilitary computing (as in Introduction)
6. Virtualizing Cloud Networks

Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth profiling

Bandwidth profiles and models in Proteus ([Xie et al., 2012])
Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth profiling

IoNCloud [Neves et al., 2013]

- Focuses on:
  - minimizing network underutilization
  - predictably share bandwidth among applications

- Groups applications in virtual networks:
  - temporal bandwidth demands
  - complementary bandwidth requirements
Hypervisor Rate-limiting: bandwidth profiling

**IoNCloud** [Neves et al., 2013]
Cloud deployability is still hard for several reasons:

- tenants are unable to specify network QoS requirements
- middleboxes (e.g. firewalls, caches and load balancers) cannot be installed in the cloud network
- applications may need to rewritten to adapt to the cloud environment

**Approach**

- SDN used to control the entire cloud network
Software-Defined Cloud Network

CloudNaaS [Benson et al., 2011]

- VN architecture for deploying and managing applications in clouds
- Includes application-specific address spaces, middlebox traversal, network broadcasting, VM grouping, and bandwidth reservation
- Cloud Controller installs VMs on servers and calculates communication matrix
- Network controller calculates paths in accordance to the communication matrix and tenant policies
- Allocation is performed by converting the calculated paths in OpenFlow rules and installing them into the switches
- Requires all network devices to support (OpenFlow-based) SDN
CloudNaaS framework

(a) Specify tenant requirements
(b) Convert requirements into a communication matrix
(c) Run network allocator and compile matrix entries into network-level rules
(d) Install rules and configure paths into devices

adapted from [Benson et al., 2011]
6. Virtualizing Cloud Networks

Questions

1. Name three potential improvements made possible by DCN virtualization.

2. Discuss how the scalability of VLANs can be improved.

3. How can virtualization overcome the limitations of current addressing schemes in data center networks?

4. What is the main purpose of NetLord?

5. What is the difference between bandwidth capping and bandwidth profiling?

6. SDNs are a trend in data center networks. In your opinion, why is that so?
7. Research Challenges
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Key (Research) Points

- Virtual data-center embedding
- Energy optimization
- Virtualized edge data centers
- Network programmability: flexibility
- Network performance guarantees
- Data center monitoring & fault handling
- Security
- Pricing

[Bari et al., 2012]
Virtual data center embedding

- Efficient mapping of virtual resources and services to physical ones
- Resource demand for data center applications can change over time
- Hardware configuration can change through expansion or failures

[Ballani et al., 2011b; Bari et al., 2012; Bodík et al., 2012]
[Esteves et al., 2013; Giurgiu et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2010; Rabbani et al., 2013; Zhani et al., 2013]
7. Research Challenges

Virtual data center embedding

- Efficient mapping of virtual resources and services to physical ones
- Resource demand for data center applications can change over time
- Hardware configuration can change through expansion or failures

Points

- Design of a **re-embedding algorithm** – should consider reconfiguration cost of VMs and virtual topologies
- Consider **network components** (not only servers) when embedding

---

[Ballani et al., 2011b; Bari et al., 2012; Bodík et al., 2012]
[Esteves et al., 2013; Giurgiu et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2010; Rabbani et al., 2013; Zhani et al., 2013]
Energy Optimization

- Plethora of trade-offs: energy consumption (kWh), carbon footprint, traffic surges, electricity cost, fault tolerance, QoE
- Network has a prominent weight in energy consumption and soon becomes the dominant cost

![Graph showing the percentage of total power consumption for Transport, Storage, and Servers vs. downloads per hour.](Transport x Storage x Processing [Baliga et al., 2011])

[Abts et al., 2010; Baliga et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2012; Heller et al., 2010; Vasić et al., 2011]
Energy Optimization

- Network virtualization can decrease energy costs by reducing the number of active physical elements
- Dynamically powering off switches and links
- Consolidating virtual resources onto smaller number of physical ones
- Carbon footprint is not obvious, decisions may not be really green
7. Research Challenges

Energy Optimization

- Network virtualization can decrease energy costs by reducing the number of active physical elements
- Dynamically powering off switches and links
- Consolidating virtual resources onto smaller number of physical ones
- Carbon footprint is not obvious, decisions may not be really green

Points

- Add energy cost to existing embedding algorithms
- Design better green virtual data center embedding algorithms
- Achieve energy-proportionality, when consumption is determined by server/network utilization

[Bari et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2012; Heller et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2013; Vasić et al., 2011]
Virtualized Edge Data Centers

- Scale economy leads to few, large data centers
- Position of data centers according to energy costs
- Higher communication costs and sub-optimal delay, jitter and throughput
- Proposal of smaller data centers located at the edge, closer to users
- Future cloud infrastructures will be multi-tiered

[Ahlgren et al., 2011; Bari et al., 2012; Goiri et al., 2011; Valancius et al., 2009]
Virtualized Edge Data Centers

- Scale economy leads to few, large data centers
- Position of data centers according to energy costs
- Higher communication costs and sub-optimal delay, jitter and throughput
- Proposal of smaller data centers located at the edge, closer to users
- Future cloud infrastructures will be multi-tiered

Points

- Optimal service placement problem in multi-tiered cloud
- Efficient monitoring of services hosted in multiple data centers

[Ahlgren et al., 2011; Bari et al., 2012; Goiri et al., 2011; Valancius et al., 2009]
Network Programmability

• Ordinary virtualization requires the use of the same L2/L3 protocols (e.g. IPv4 and Ethernet) by all tenants

• Decomposing network functions increases **flexibility** and **innovation**
  ○ facilitate the introduction of new protocols, services, and architectures
  ○ run third-party code on network device in both control/data planes
  ○ modular interface that separates physical topologies from virtual ones

• SDN offers simple API for programming the network control plane

[Bari et al., 2012; Curtis et al., 2011b; Porras et al., 2012; Tootoonchian and Ganjali, 2010]
Network Programmability

- Ordinary virtualization requires the use of the same L2/L3 protocols (e.g. IPv4 and Ethernet) by all tenants
- Decomposing network functions increases **flexibility** and **innovation**
  - facilitate the introduction of new protocols, services, and architectures
  - run third-party code on network device in both control/data planes
  - modular interface that separates physical topologies from virtual ones
- SDN offers simple API for programming the network control plane

**Points**

- Mechanisms to determine how much control delegate to tenants
- Flexibility programming network devices vs. ensuring safe and secured co-existence of multiple tenants

---

[Bari et al., 2012; Curtis et al., 2011b; Porras et al., 2012; Tootoonchian and Ganjali, 2010]
Network Performance Guarantees

- Applications have diverse performance requirements
- DCN performance needs to be predictable under very different application requirements
- Many recent mechanisms to provide guaranteed bandwidth, bandwidth proportionality
- TCP incast collapse and TCP outcast unfairness problems

[Ballani et al., 2011b; Bari et al., 2012; Lam et al., 2012; Popa et al., 2012; Rodrigues et al., 2011]
[Jeyakumar et al., 2012; Mogul and Popa, 2012; Wilson et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2012]
[Prakash et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2010; Zhang and Ansari, 2013]
Network Performance Guarantees

• Applications have diverse performance requirements
• DCN performance needs to be predictable under very different application requirements
• Many recent mechanisms to provide guaranteed bandwidth, bandwidth proportionality
• TCP incast collapse and TCP outcast unfairness problems

Points
• Scalability, efficiency, predictability, work-conserving and intra-tenant fairness

[Ballani et al., 2011b; Bari et al., 2012; Lam et al., 2012; Popa et al., 2012; Rodrigues et al., 2011]
[Jeyakumar et al., 2012; Mogul and Popa, 2012; Wilson et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2012]
[Prakash et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2010; Zhang and Ansari, 2013]
Monitoring & Fault Handling

- InPs responsible for managing physical resources of their data centers
- SPs responsible for managing virtual resources of their virtual data centers
- Monitoring is a challenging task
  - large number of resources in production data centers
  - centralized monitoring suffer low scalability and resilience

[Bari et al., 2012; Heller et al., 2010; Wuhib et al., 2009; Xu and Wang, 2008; Yuan et al., 2010]
7. Research Challenges

Monitoring & Fault Handling

- InPs responsible for managing physical resources of their data centers
- SPs responsible for managing virtual resources of their virtual data centers
- Monitoring is a challenging task
  - large number of resources in production data centers
  - centralized monitoring suffer low scalability and resilience

Points

- Define interplay between the monitoring systems InPs and SPs
- Minimize negative impact of management on network performance
- Aggregate relevant information without hurting accuracy

---

[Bari et al., 2012; Heller et al., 2010; Wuhib et al., 2009; Xu and Wang, 2008; Yuan et al., 2010]
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7. Research Challenges

Monitoring & Fault Handling

• Failure detection, mitigation and recovery are fundamental requirements to any data center architecture
• Reactive failure handing may require a long response time
• Proactive fault management is often ensured by redundancy
• Early attempts focus on mitigating the impact of failures

Points

• Offering high reliability without incurring excessive costs is an interesting research problem
• Fast and efficient recovery mechanisms also require future exploration

[Bari et al., 2012; Bodík et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2012]
7. Research Challenges

Security

- Shared nature of data center creates new attack vectors
- Network virtualization can help improve the security by reducing information leakage and interference
- Virtualization technology can be exploited both in hosts (VMs) and programmable network devices
- An attack can propagate from a compromised VM to the hypervisor, and eventually to all virtual networks sharing that server

[Bari et al., 2012; Ristenpart et al., 2009; Shieh et al., 2010, 2011]
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Security

- Shared nature of data center creates new attack vectors
- Network virtualization can help improve the security by reducing information leakage and interference
- Virtualization technology can be exploited both in hosts (VMs) and programmable network devices
- An attack can propagate from a compromised VM to the hypervisor, and eventually to all virtual networks sharing that server

Points

- Designing secure virtualization architectures immune to these security vulnerabilities

[Bari et al., 2012; Ristenpart et al., 2009; Shieh et al., 2010, 2011]
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Security

• Provide monitoring and auditing infrastructures
• Detect malicious activities from both tenants and infrastructure providers
• Data-center network traffic exhibits different characteristics than the traffic in traditional data networks
• Harder to detect network anomalies in virtualized data-center networks

Points

• Novel designs of scalable and efficient mechanisms for monitoring and auditing virtualized data centers

[Bari et al., 2012; Shieh et al., 2010, 2011]
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7. Research Challenges

Security

• Different tenants may desire different levels of security
• This introduces the additional complexity of managing heterogeneous security mechanisms and policies

Points

• The co-existence and interaction of multiple security systems expected in a multi-tenant data center is an issue that has not been addressed before
• Potential conflicts between firewalls and intrusion detection systems policies of infrastructure providers and service providers, need to be detected and solved

[Bari et al., 2012]
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- Directly affects the income of the infrastructure provider
- Provides incentives for tenants
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7. Research Challenges

Pricing

- Directly affects the income of the infrastructure provider
- Provides incentives for tenants

Points

- Well-designed pricing scheme should be both fair and efficient
- Fairness means that identical good should be sold at identical price
- Efficiency means the price of the good should lead to efficient outcomes (e.g. matching supply and demand)

[Ballani et al., 2011a,b; Bari et al., 2012; Zaheer et al., 2010]
7. Research Challenges

Questions

1. How can virtual data centers embedding be improved?

2. Why energy optimization is an important research topic?

3. Discuss the importance of Edge Data Centers to the current service provisioning model.

4. Name two research topics for Network Programmability.

5. Which network resource sharing scheme do tenants need? Is it good for providers?

6. Is there room for improvement on monitoring and fault handing techniques in data centers?

7. Does all tenants have the same security requirements? Why?

8. Why are pricing models important in cloud computing?
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Definition, benefits, types of clouds, challenges.
Review

- Introduction (what’s new?)
- The rise of clouds
- **Network virtualization**
- Software Defined Network
- Cloud networking
- Virtualization of cloud networks
- Research challenges

Definition, benefits, types of virtualization, challenges.
Review

- Introduction (what’s new?)
- The rise of clouds
- Network virtualization
- **Software Defined Network**
- Cloud networking
- Virtualization of cloud networks
- Research challenges

Motivation, Definition, Architecture, Controller, OpenFlow, use in Datacenters, challenges.
8. Final Remarks

Review

- Introduction (what’s new?)
- The rise of clouds
- Network virtualization
- Software Defined Network
- **Cloud networking**
- Virtualization of cloud networks
- Research challenges

Data centers, topologies, expansion, traffic, routing, addressing, challenges.
Review

- Introduction (what’s new?)
- The rise of clouds
- Network virtualization
- Software Defined Network
- Cloud networking
- **Virtualization of cloud networks**
- Research challenges

Benefits, adapting conventional approaches, addressing, hypervisor rate-limiting, SDNs.
Review

- Introduction (what’s new?)
- The rise of clouds
- Network virtualization
- Software Defined Network
- Cloud networking
- Virtualization of cloud networks
- Research challenges

VDC embedding, energy optimization, virtualized edge DCs, network programmability, performance guarantees, monitoring & faults, security, pricing.
Parting Thoughts

**Network virtualization** offers several benefits, including great flexibility, and can become a **key element for the evolution of cloud data-center networks**.

Lots of open challenges and **interesting research** topics in this field.
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9. Opportunities for students
Opportunities

Prospective PhD candidates are welcome in our Research Group. Contact me here for more info.

Postgraduate students regardless of nationality can receive a brazilian grant, which covers tuition and living expenses.

UFRGS is ranked as the best University in Brazil according to the official evaluation.
Areas

• Performance & Security of…
• Peer-to-Peer = Large Scale Descentralized Systems
• Data Center Networks
• Software-Defined Networks
• Information-Centric Networks
PPGC – Postgraduation Program in Computing

- Areas: Computer Networks, Parallel and Distributed Processing, Multimedia, Microelectronics, Embedded Systems, Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, Information Systems, Databases, Software Engineering, Formal Methods, Computer Graphics, Bioinformatics...

- Supervisors: 53

- Current PhDs: 104 (virtually all with grant) – 204 already graduated

- Current MSc: 147 (part and full-time) – 1,294 MScs already graduated

- Labs: 11 racks, 60 switches and 2,800+ points, 24 printers, 34 HiRes projectors

- Research projects/funding: ~49

- POSCOMP Exam (equivalent to GRE on CS) may be required

INF – Institute of Informatics

- Created: November 9th, 1989 (23 year-old)
- Academic staff: ~73
- Technical staff: ~28
- Current postgraduate students: ~251
- Current undergraduate students: ~752
A bit about us

UFRGS – Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul

- Created: 1895
- Departments: 27
- Postgraduate Programs: 143
- Academic staff: 2,250 full-time faculty members
- Postgraduate students: 8,900
- Undergraduate students: 24,900
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